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1. INTRODUCTION

The Bechtel National, Inc. Detailed Design Instructions for Structural Design (DDI-02)

requires that concrete components of the GWSB not exceed 150°F for structural elements

and 200°F locally over a 24 hour period. 1 In addition, the Waste Acceptance Product

Specifications (WAPS) sets the maxin_um post cooldown temperature of the glass waste-

form at 400°C. 2 Various scenarios can be postulated which result in elevated glass and

concrete temperatures in the GWSB. Therefore, it is important to determine the concrete

and glass temperatures during both normal and off-normal conditions.



The DWPF must certify that glass temperatures do not exceed 400°C after cooldown.
However, because there are no means for making direct measurements of the glass
temperature in either the GWSB or the DWPF during production, an analytical model is
reqtlired. The analytical model must accurately predict (or at least bound) glass
temperatures after cooldown has occurred. The post-cooldown temperature is dependent
on the initial temperature profile in the glass which, in turn, depends on heat transfer from
the time the pour is initiated through solidification. The post-cooldown glass
temperatures must be calculated for the canister during transport, interim storage and
shipment to a permanent repository. Further, the WAPS prohibits the presence of liquid
water in the canisters. Therefore, the potential for condensation in the canister over a
range of temperatures must be addressed.

This document details specific tasks required to develop a technically defensible and
verifiable methodology for determining maximum temperatures for the waste-forms and
the GWSB concrete structures. All models used in this analysis will satisfy Quality
Assurance requirements and be defensible to review and oversight committees.

2. CUSTOMER

The customer for this task is the DWPF Waste Compliance Group, who will include

applicable results of this task in the Waste Form Qualification Report. Other interested
parties include DWPF Process Engineering and DWPF Cognizant Engineering.

3. MODELING TECHNIQUES
The modeling of glass waste-form and GWSB concrete temperatures naturally separates
into two parts: (1) the modeling of external conditions for the waste-forms or concrete;
and (2) the modeling of the internal heat transfer processes. If the external conditions are
sufficiently simple, analytical calculations or an estimate will suffice. However, more
complicated external conditions, such as detailed convection in the GWSB or DWPF,
will require the use of computer codes. Codes capable of accurately predicting air-flow
in the GWSB and the DWPF are not presently on site and will have to be acquired.
Given the boundary conditions, the steady state temperature profiles in filled canisters
can be calculated with codes available onsite.

The maximum anticipated waste-form heat generation rate for glass going to Glass Waste
Storage Building #1 (GWSB #1) is assumed to be such that the total canister power is
460 watts and the maximum anticipated gamma emissions are such that the dose rate is
5000 rad/hr at 1 ft in air. Perturbations about these values will be made when more

details about the waste-form composition are known. The uniformity of isotopic material
in the waste-form will affect the distribution of the power density in the glass, which will
affect the temperature distribution in the glass. Initially the power density will be
assumed uniform and the effects of perturbations from uniformity will be investigated. If



the perturbations prove to give significant variations in the glass temperature distribution,

more realistic distributions of power density will be applied.

Given the boundary conditions, the temperature profiles within a filled waste-form can be

calculated with codes available onsite. However, there are no codes capable of

performing heat transfer calculations for a canister which is being filled. Modeling of a

canister in the process of being filled with glass will be accomplished by writing a code,

by applying existing codes to a quasi-steady filling process (if possible) or by acquiring a

code suitable for modeling heat transfer from a moving boundary.

This task will satisfy the requirements of Reference 3. The calculations made in this

study will be reviewed independently and, when possible, compared to experimental data.

The software will be validated against established models, alternative analytical

calculations or experimental data (if available).

4. OB.,ECTIVES AND PROCEDURES

The objectives of this task and the procedures used to meet them are described below. In

each part of the task, the work necessary to satisfy the task requirements is described first
and additional work is described second.

1. Calcuhlte the steady-state temperature profiles for free standing DWPF canistered

waste-forms.

The temperature of the glass in a filled canister will be modeled for different ambient

conditions with existing codes (e.g. P/THERMAL or FIDAP). For all cases

conservative (natural convective) boundary conditions will be assumed or will be

calculated with a convection code. Glass temperature profiles will be calculated for a

variety of heat generation rates, up to three times higher than the maximum

anticipated for GWSB #1. The ambient temperature will be varied from 0 to 100°F.

These results will be included in the Waste Qualification Report (WQR).

As additional work, if time and resources permit, a scoping analysis will be

performed to determine whether it is necessary to model the filling of the canisters to

obtain initial temperature profiles. No codes capable of modeling heat transfer in a

material with a moving boundary are currently available onsite. Therefore, to model

heat transfer for a canister which is being filled a code will need to be obtained or

developed. Alternatively, it may be possible to model heat transfer during the filling

of a canister with a quasi-steady analysis based on available codes.

2. Glass temperatures for canistered wasteq'orms in the insulated storage racks and in

the Shiehted Canister Transporter (SCT).

Canisters will be located in the insulated storage racks and the SCT for finite intervals

of time. Therefore, the transient glass temperatures will be of interest. Normal and



off-normal ambient conditions will be identified for the insulated storage racks and

for the transport of canisters in the SCT. These conditions will be used to calculate
transient glass temperatures for the canisters while they are in these locations. Also
tile long time equilibriunl glass temperatures will he calculated.

3. The maximum glass temperature for canistered waste-forms stored in the GWSB for
various GWSB operating conditions and off-normal modes.
GWSB nominal operating conditions and postulated off-normal conditions will be
identified. The operating conditions will be used to estimate limiting GWSB air-
flows which will be used to determine conservative convective boundary conditions
for the waste-forms. The significance of radiative heat transfer must be addressed in
evaluating canister boundary conditions. If thermal radiation is significant, it must
also be included as a boundary condition for the waste-form. Radiative heat transfer

calculations can be performed with onsite codes such as P/THERMAL. Gamma
energy deposition from neighboring waste-forms may contribute significantly to the
heat generation rate in the canisters. The gamma energy deposition calculations will
be performed by using either a numerical model or by bounding with analytical
calculations. When the boundary conditions for the canisters and the internal heat
generation rates have been obtained, the glass temperatures can be determined with a
code such as P/THERMAL or FIDAP.

The heat transfer calculations will be transient in nature and will include the glass
temperature response if all GWSB air-flow is lost. The modeling will be performed

for ambient air temperatures ranging from 0 to 100°F and glass power densities up to
3 times the maximum anticipated value. These results will be included in the WQR.

The use of limiting conditions, based on intuitive assumptions, may result in
excessively conservative restrictions on DWPF/GWSB opelation. Additionally, it is
necessary to quantify the level of conservatism in "limiting" assumptions. Therefore,
if time and resources permit, the GWSB operating conditions will be used to calculate
detailed convective boundary conditions for the canisters. The detailed convection
calculations will be compared with the limiting air-flows used in the convective
boundary conditions for the canisters and will be applied as boundary conditions for
the waste-form heat transfer calculations discussed above. Currently there are no
codes available onsite which can be used to model air-flow in the GWSB. Hence, a

detailed air-flow model will require the procurement of a commercial code. With the
best commercial codes available, a substantial amount of time (more than a year at

full time) will be required for a detailed and defensible model of the air-flow in the
GWSB. Additional time will be required to acquire the code and to validate it

according to Quality Assurance standards.
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4. The maximum concrete temperatures in the GWSB under various operating
conditions.

Convection plays the most significant role in heat transfer to the concrete. I+itv_ititlg
GWSB air-flows+ based on postulated GWSB operating conditions, will be used as
convective boundary conditions. The disadvantages of the use of a limiting model are
the same as described in 3 above. In addition to convective heat transfer, radiative
heat transfer will also will also be a boundary condition on the concrete. The
significance of radiative heat transfer must be addressed in evaluating the concrete
boundary conditions. If thermal radiation is significant, it must also be addressed as a
boundary condition for the concrete. Radiative heat transfer calculations can be
performed with onsite codes such as P/THERMAL. The concrete will have an
internal heat source due to gamma absorption. Preliminary calculations show that the
gamma energy deposition does not make a great contribution to the heat transfer
process, but should be included. 4 Once the boundary conditions and the internal heat
generation rates have been established, the calculations for heat conduction in the
GWSB concrete can be performed. The heat conduction calculations will be made
with the P/THERMAL or the FIDAP code.

If time and resources permit, detailed air-flow calculations will be performed. As
discussed in 3 of this section, the calculations will require the use of a commercial
code. The detailed air-flow calculations will be compared with the limiting air-flow
calculations and the concrete temperatures will be evaluated. The difficulties

t associated with detailed air-flow calculations are the same as for 3 in this section.

5. Calculate the range of ambient air temperatures and heat generation rates for which
condensation will occur in the canisters.

If ambient temperatures are sufficiently low the gas in the canister head space will
reach the dewpoint temperature for water vapor. Because it is not permissible to have
liquid water in the canister, calculations will be performed to determine the conditions
under which condensation may occur, and whether it is a realistic possibility.

The dewpoint is a function of the pressure and concentration of water vapor in the
head space. The initial gas temperature in the head space at the time that the canisters
are sealed will be accounted for in the calculations. The gas temperature will be
computed from the ambient air temperature, the internal heat generation rate in the
canister and an assumed convective heat transfer rate at the canister surface by using a
code such as P/THERMAL or FIDAP. Condensation calculations will be made for a

range of glass power densities and ambient temperatures. A curve will be fit to the
dewpoint conditions for future referenze. These results will be included in the WQR.

6. Perform calculations to determine optimal canister loading patterns in the GWSB.
The canisters loaded into the GWSB will have different heat generation rates.
Further, as the GWSB is loaded the air-flow paths and the distribution of gamma
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radiation will change. This implies that canister loading patterns and sequential
loading procedures for the GWSB may result in significant differences in concrete
_indglass temperatures. An _ptimul loading pattern would be one which ensures thut
both glass and concrete temperatures are kept to a minimum for the various postulated
GWSB operating conditions.

The effect of canister loading patterns on concrete and glass temperatures will be very
sensitive to convection. Therefore, detailed convection models for the GWSB will be

required. As noted in 3 above, modeling convection in the GWSB will require the
acquisition and implementation of a commercial code. Because the acquisition and
implementation of a commercial code will be difficult, and because ',.heGWSB model I
itself will require a substantial amount of time, the optimal loading pattern
calculations will be performed as time and resources permit. Thermal and gamma
radiation will become more significant as the number of canisters increases and must
be included in optimal loading calculations, If the code used to model convection in
the GWSB is capable of performing coupled heat transfer calculations it can also be
used to obtain the maximum concrete and glass temperatures. Otherwise, maximum
temperatures will be calculated with a heat conduction code by supplying the

boundary conditions obtained from the convection code.

The loading patterns will be varied and a sensitivity study on glass and concrete
temperatures will be performed to determine the optimal loading pattern and sequence
for canisters in the GWSB. These calculations will be performed for a variety of
postulated GWSB conditions and canister power densities.

5. KEY ITEMS TO BE CONTROLLED

The key items to be controlled in this task and the means of control are as follows'
1. Software. Procedure Manual L 13.1 does not provide details for the control of the

level of software required for this task. 5 Because more extensive software controls
are provided in Procedure Manual 1Q34 these controls will be applied. 6 Further
software controls required for essential software as specified in the WAPS 2 will be
implemented.

2. Laboratory notebooks. Laboratory notebooks will be controlled as per procedure GT-
QA-2-7 in the Procedure Manual L13.1. 5

3. Modeling assumptions and GWSB specifications. This data will be controlled by
having the data technically reviewed.

4. A records package will be developed for this effort, which will conform to GT-QA-
17-2 in the Procedure Manual L13.1. 5
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6. DELIVERABLES
The deliverables of this task will be:

1. A report containing the results of the analysis described in the Objectives and
Procedures Section. The report will include the following'

i. The details of tile normal and off-normal conditions which were modeled in this

study.
ii. The maximum heat generation rate in the glass, constant for all canisters, such

that the concrete temperature limits are not exceeded under normal and
postulated off-normal operating conditions.

iii. The maximum heat generation rate in the glass, constant for all canisters, such
that the glass temperature limits are not exceeded under normal and postulated
off-normal operating conditions.

iv. The maximum number of canisters, at differing power level.-;,that can be loaded
into the GWSB without exceeding the glass or concrete temperature limits.

v. The maximum power levels for canisters in the SCT and the insulated storage
racks.

vi. Recommendations for canister loading into storage positions to prevent the
occurrence of "hot spots" which may cause the glass or concrete temperature
limits to be exceeded.

The report does not include an analysis of the Time Temperature Transformation
(TIT) diagrams, which will be covered by other work.

2. A description of software used in this task and its potential for use in calculations for
the current Glass Waste Storage Building and in the design of future buildings.

3. The maintenance of the software in 2 of this section as "Essential Software" by the
Glass Technology Group in accordance with the requirements of Reference 2.
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